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A comprehensive menu of Caffe Kilim from Portsmouth covering all 16 meals and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Sammi S likes about Caffe Kilim:
I stopped in here while in Portsmouth to get a quick snack and a coffee, and man was I glad we stopped! The
inside is so unique and fun with the Turkish flair and influence. The snacks and coffee was excellent and there
were options as well for Turkish snacks. I'd recommend their Turkish breakfast sandwich which was feta, green

bell peppers, and tomato on bread. Delicious! Folks inside were really friendly and quick... read more. What
Sammi S doesn't like about Caffe Kilim:

Nice corner cafe ????. Limited selection of pastries, including vegan ???? doughnuts. Lots of coffee ? choices!
Smoothies available. I had a cappuccino with a vanilla chocolate chip muffin. Both were good but the muffin ????
fell apart while eating it, which is not uncommon. I enjoyed a window seat ???? surrounded by rugs that were for
sale. Other items for sale were ???? shirts, coffee ? mugs, food and other knick k... read more. Caffe Kilim from

Portsmouth is a relaxed coffee house, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a warm coffee or a sweet
chocolate, Likewise, the customers of the establishment prefer the extensive selection of various coffee and tea

specialities that the establishment provides. In case you want to have breakfast, a hearty brunch is offered to
you, The tasty sandwiches, small salads and other snacks can be planned well as a snack.
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Drink�
SMOOTHIES

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Cookie�
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Desser�
MUFFINS

DONUTS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
FETA

CHOCOLATE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

PANINI

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

ICED COFFEE

CAPPUCCINO

CAFÉ

ICED LATTE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 06:30 -19:00
Tuesday 06:30 -19:00
Wednesday 06:30 -19:00
Thursday 06:30 -19:00
Friday 07:00 -19:00
Saturday 07:00 -19:00
Sunday 08:00 -18:00
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